“Strategies for Embedding Community Partnered Digital Humanities in the Classroom”

A pedagogy workshop luncheon addressing faculty needs when pursuing community partnerships, digital humanities projects, and integrating those projects into courses.

Agnes Arnold Hall, Room 210
Thursday, October 17 | 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Amy E. Earhart is Associate Professor of English at Texas A&M University. Earhart's work focuses on building infrastructure for digital humanities (DH) work, embedding digital humanities projects within the classroom, and tracing the history and futures of DH, with a particular interest in the way that DH and critical race studies intersect. Earhart's projects include *The Millican Massacre, 1868*, DIBB: The Digital Black Bibliographic Project, and “Alex Haley’s Malcolm X: The Malcolm X I knew” and notecards from *The Autobiography of Malcolm X*.

- Please RSVP for the luncheon to Wes Jackson: wtjacks2@central.uh.edu **BY FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH**
- Please also indicate any dietary restrictions, as we will be ordering a variety of sandwiches for the luncheon

Sponsored by the UH Center for the Public History and Women's Gender & Sexuality Studies
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